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 Domino Race
 HS Exclusive   Season after season, our 
customers have loved this best-selling game. 
So, we made it better—updated colors, added 
patterns, increased the number of pieces, and 
added a few new cool challenges. Arrange the 
dominoes in a serpentine pattern, up and down 
steps, over and under bridges—and end with a 
bang. Tip the first domino (or run the wooden 
ball down the ramp) to start a chain reaction (the 
domino effect) that brings the whole array down 
in seconds! The Domino Race Set includes 300 
pieces (including pyramid steps and ladders) 
and a drawstring cloth bag. The Add-On Set 
(29 pieces) brings more action to the race with a 
pyramid step set, tunnel set, ramp, stairs/bridge 
set and a ball. This game keeps children ages 4 to 
12 involved for hours; teens and adults will want 
to join in, too. 

�24915  Domino Race Set (300 pieces)  $49.98
�2491�  Domino Race Add-On Set  $24.98

�2491� Classic Domino Race Special  
   Includes Domino Race Set and Add-On 
   Set.  $��.98  Save $�.98

Rockin’ Robots Balance Game
HS Exclusive   The 20 robots in this game all want 
very much to get back on board their spaceship—but 
it’s a little tippy, and they need your help. Roll the die, 
match its color to one of the 20 wacky wooden robots, 
and carefully place that robot on the spaceship. A fun, 
engrossing way to promote eye/hand coordination, 
patience, and logic for ages 4 and up.

�24881  Rockin’ Robots Balance Game  $24.98

 Giant Domino Race 
HS Exclusive   A great way for younger children to learn (and love) dominoes, these 
great-big, satisfying-to-grasp blocks of color (2" x 3½" x ¾") make setting up a snap. The 
set’s smoothly sanded, brightly painted wooden pieces (20 dominoes, 4 round columns, 
Start and Finish blocks) can be combined to create simple-but-spectacular-looking rally 
courses that excite on a large scale when they go tumbling down. For ages 3 and up.

�25140  Giant Domino Race  $29.98

 Kaleidocubes
HS Exclusive   Use art and ingenuity to solve this 
dazzling puzzle! By “solve” we mean arrange the 16 cubes 
that have bright, beautiful pieces of possible designs on 
all sides into a smashing, 6¼"-square design. The cubes 
come with six complete designs to copy, but there are 
many more to invent. What’s totally fun is to make two 
designs simultaneously, on top and bottom. Wow! For 
ages 5 and up.

�25290  Kaleidocubes  $12.98

Montana Stacking Puzzle
HS Exclusive   What goes up? Invent 
limitless structures and countless 
cascades of color by coaxing a 
variety of pieces into various vertical 
arrays—or lay them flat on the floor 
(or a table) in infinite fascinating 
patterns. This fun assortment 
of 26 wooden geometric 
shapes is cast in a rainbow 
of colors especially to inspire 
hours of creative fun. For ages 
4 and up.

�25210  Montana Stacking  
   Puzzle  $29.98

 Qwirkle
If you like Scrabble® and adore dominoes, you’ll love Qwirkle, a game of strategy 
based on color and shape rather than letters, so both readers and non-readers can play. 
Winner of both Parents’ Choice® and Mensa awards, it’s a game that makes you think, 
laugh, and applaud. Draw six of the 108 wooden tiles to start, and see how many 
matches you can make with the designs on the board—the result can be beautiful. For 
2–4 players, ages 6 and up.

�252�3  Qwirkle  $24.98 

1-800-325-2502 www.hearthsong.com

3-D Pony Puzzle/Match Game
HS Exclusive   Trot out this two-in-one activity set 
when you want to have lots of fun. Make a game of 
matching up the most handpainted wooden pony 
pairs or puzzle out how to fit all the pieces into a 
9½" x 14¼" rectangular shape. Fun for ages 4 and up.

�24883  3-D Pony Match Game and Puzzle  $1�.98

One Talented Toymaker 
Who came up with all these fun, colorful, 
incredibly creative toys? Meet Susan McKinley Ross, 
who says she’s never gotten over her childhood 
fascination with toys. Kids make an instant 
connection with the bold, bright colors, great-to-
hold wooden blocks, and cognitive challenges that 
distinguish her toys. Her dedication to her craft has 
won her toys several prestigious awards (including 
a Parents’ Choice® Gold Award and a Mensa Select 
Award) as well as our admiration and appreciation. 
All of the toys on these two pages are Susan’s 
designs—and we are happy to add that many are 
featured exclusively by HearthSong.
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